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Abstract: This paper presents the implementation of secure hash algorithm SHA-2 using VI LabVIEW
environment toolkit. The SHA-2 used in many fields of security systems such as digital signature, tamper
detection, password protection and so on. SHA-2 is a very important algorithm for integrity and authentication
realization. The proposed algorithm of SHA-2 in this paper implemented by LabVIEW software from entering
string, padding, SHA-2 core, and message digest to produce 256 bits hash code for any plaintext.
From the implementation and simulation results of SHA-2 hash function obtained in LabVIEW project show that
simplicity in modelling hash algorithm, generating hash codes in English plaintext, Arabic plaintext, symbols,
and numbers.
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1. Introduction
Cryptography is one of the most useful fields in the wireless communication area and personal
communication systems, where information security has become more and more important area of interest.
Cryptographic algorithms take care of specific information on security requirements such as data integrity and
data origin authentication. [1] A hash function takes a variable sized input message and produces a fixed-sized
output. The output is usually referred to as the hash code or the hash value or the message digest, hash functions
play a significant role in today's cryptographic applications. [2] [3] [4]. Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) is the
most widely used Hash Function in the world. It was developed by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) in the United States and first published in 1993. This version (SHA-0) was found to have a
serious security flaw, though NIST never published the details of this, and was replaced in 1995 with SHA-1. In
recent years, SHA-1 has been found to have weaknesses, meaning a collision may be found. It was suggested in
that with a $1 million budget, a message could be broken in 25 days. Due to this, NIST developed SHA-2, which
has a larger output (256 or 512-bit over the 160-bit in SHA-1) and differences within the message computation.
Due to the Preimage resistance of SHA, the method of operation can be made public. Would-be attackers gain
no benefit from knowledge of the SHA Algorithm, as no key is used to create the message digest. [5].
LabVIEW system design software is at the center of the National Instruments platform. Providing
comprehensive tools that is needed to build any measurement or control application in dramatically less time,
LabVIEW is the ideal development environment for innovation, discovery, and accelerated results. Combining
the power of LabVIEW software with modular, reconfigurable hardware to overcome the ever-increasing
complexity involved in delivering measurement and control systems on time and under budget. [6].
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2. SHA-2 Algorithm Using LabVIEW
The secure hash algorithm SHA-2 steps implemented by using LabVIEW which has analyzed the LabVIEW
environment capabilities for efficient implementation of cryptographic algorithms. The procedure of SHA-2 is
illustrated in figure 1.

Fig. 1: SHA-2 Algorithm

From figure 1 SHA-2 is used to compute a message digest for a message or data file provided as input
should be considered as a message or data file is a bit string. The length of the message should not exceed
(2^64)-1. The number of bits can represent in Hex, the message digest size is 256 bits (32 bytes, 64 digit Hex).
The message length divided into chunks, each chunk with size of 512 bits the same as the previous secure hash
algorithm SHA-1. Every chunk processed by identifying eight buffers which are A ,B ,C ,D ,E ,F ,G and H .
Those buffers pass through functions affected by constants and words (Wt, Kt) to give the final hash code. [7] [8]
The proposed algorithm is built via LabVIEW where the message will enter to the SHA-2 block and
processed to give a hash code, as shown in figure 2.

Fig. 2: SHA-2 Block Diagram

In LabVIEW the SHA-2 block which shown in figure 2 is include the whole system that implement the
calculation of the algorithm, inside it there are two blocks as shown in figure 3.

Fig. 3: SHA 256 Block diagram
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The original message or the string is entered to SHA-2 block to produce message digest as shown in figure
2. SHA-2 block works as a black box that contains many calculations and constants which represent the SHA-2
specific algorithm. From figure 3 notice that the message passes across two main stages, the first stage represent
the preparing of the original message to make it suitable to be processed via the next stage which is the SHA-2
256 MSG.

2. Preparing the Message
The pre-processing consists of padding the message purposes to ensure that the padded message is a multiple
of 512 bits. [2]. The padding module appends the bit “1” to the end of the message, followed by multiple-zero
bits. Then, 64 bit showing length of the original message is added after. [9] [10]
The message padding means expanding the length of message within concentration, the purpose of message
padding is to make the total length of a padded message congruent to 448 module 512. The number of padding
bits is between 1 and 512. Padding consists of 1 single 1-bit followed by a series of 0-bit. [11] [12] [13]. The
first stage which is the preparing of the message classify into two branches as shown in figure 4.

Fig. 4: Preparing of the message

From figure 4 notice that the first branch include the padding which means pad the message with one 1 and a
series of 0's until the number of bits modulo 512 is equal to 448, the second branch responsible for appending
the length of the message with 64 unsigned integer which is show the size of the original message before
padding. The output of this block is the prepared message which is the padded one which is ready to process by
SHA-2.

3. SHA-2 256 Message
The second stage of figure 3 is SHA-2 256 MSG; inside this block there is many calculations to give at the
end the unique hash code, as shown in figure 5.

Fig. 5: SHA-2 256 Block diagram
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SHA-2 Core contains the whole system calculations and functions, the input to SHA-2 core are the initial
vectors and the padded message. The initial vectors (IV): (H0, H1, H2, H3, H4, H5, H6, and H7) are initialized
as fixed constants each one is 32 bits word, which are: H0 = 6A09E667, H1= BB67AE85, H2= 3C6EF372, H3=
A54FF53A, H4= 510E527F, H5 = 9B05688C, H6 = 1F83D9AB, and H7 = 5BE0CD19 as shown in figure 5.
[10]. [13] [14] [1]. [15].

4. SHA-2 Core:
The Message is processed in 512-bit blocks sequentially, just like SHA-1, which means that if the original
message length less than 448, the message prepared by padding to be congruent to 448 mod 512. Otherwise , if
the message more than 512 then the message is divided into chunks or blocks, each with size of 512 bit to be
processed sequentially by SHA-2. The difference in SHA-2 is the message digest or the hash code is 256 bits
instead of 160 bits in SHA-1. The second different is there are 64 rounds instead of 80 round in SHA-1. The
third different is shift right operation which used in SHA-2 in addition to rotate right, in SHA-1 there is no shift.
Show figure 6. [5] [8].

Fig. 6: Creation of a 64-entry message schedule array

From figure 6, for each chunk create a 64-entry message schedule array w [0...63] of 32-bit words, copy
chunk into first 16 words w [0...15] of the message schedule array, the initial vectors IV or the hash values
entered to the system. Extend the first 16 words into the remaining 48 words w [16...63] of the message schedule
array. [13] [2]
For i from 16 to 64
s0:= (w [i-15] ROT 7) xor (w [i-15] ROT 18) xor (w [i-15] SHR 3)
s1:= (w [i-2] ROT 17) xor (w [i-2] ROT 19) xor (w [i-2] SHR 10)
W[i]:= w [i-16] + s0 + w [i-7] + s1. Show figure 7. [7] [14] [1] [15]
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Fig. 7: words array iterations

The next step is Initialize working variables to current hash value:
A: = H0, B: = H1, C: = H2, D: = H3, E: = H4, F: = H5, G: = H6, H: = H7. [14]
Then the Compression function main loop:
For i from 0 to 63
S1:= (E ROT 6) xor (E ROT 11) xor (E ROT 25)
Ch: = (E AND F) xor ((NOT E) AND G)
temp1:= H + S1 + Ch + k[i] + w[i]
S0:= (A ROT 2) xor (A ROT 13) xor (A ROT 22)
Maj: = (A AND B) xor (A AND C) xor (B AND C)
temp2:= S0 + Maj, show figure 1, 8. [7] [2] [1] [15].

Fig. 8: SHA-2 calculations

Each round of the 64 rounds has a different constant which is continuously changed during execution, within
these rounds initialize two temporary registers which are temp1, temp2. After that the values of the variables
exchanged as H: = G, G: = F, F: = E, E: = D+ temp1, D: = C, C: = B, B: = A, A: = temp1 + temp2. Show figure
1. [7].
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Fig. 9: Finalize hash values

After the 64 rounds of SHA-2 core the presentation of the hash code appears except the final stage which is
by adding the compressed chunk to the current hash value (updating the hash vectors).
H0:= H0 + A, H1:= H1 + B, H2:= H2 + C, H3:= H3 + D, H4:= H4 + E, H5:= H5 + F, H6:= H6 + G, H7:=
H7 + H. [7]
Finally, to produce the hash code organize these vectors in big endian, so the hash code is: H0 append H1
append H2 append H3 append H4 append H5 append H6 append H7 to give the 256 bits hash code. [2] [1].
Show figure 9.

5. Results and Conclusions
From the implementation of cryptography hash function in (VI) LabVIEW 2012 and test the execution of all
steps in SHA-2 algorithm in different types of plaintext such as English , Arabic ,symbols ,and numbers to
produce fixed 256 bits hash code. The testing figures of SHA-2 256 bits hash function as shown in figure 10 (A,
B, C).

Fig. 10.A: testing the system (English lowercase)

Fig 10.B: testing the system (English uppercase)

Fig 10.C: testing the system (Arabic)
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The text entered to the system is "student" which is 7 bytes in size, after processing via SHA-2 algorithm the
message digest which is unique will be:
264C8C38 1BF16C98 2A4E59B0 DD4C6F78 08C51A05 F64C35DB 42CC78A2 A72875BB.
The most important property of the system is that any change in the text, the message digest changes, also if
there is any letter exchanging from uppercase to lowercase and vice versa, this is called avalanche. From the
results of SHA-2 built via (VI) LabVIEW are concluded the following points:
1. All the previous implementation of SHA-2 used either high level software or middle level software which
is very complicated methods to obtain the idea of SHA-2 hash function, but by using LabVIEW it is very
easy software to learn the idea of SHA-2 algorithm.
2. The process speed of (VI) LabVIEW to implement SHA-2 algorithm is very acceptable with respect to
other software tool and very easy method to compute the run time.
3. From the proposed implementation of SHA-2 in LabVIEW it is very easy to control and change the
coefficient parameters in SHA-2 algorithm due to the simplicity and flexibility of (VI) LabVIEW tasks, so
it is very easy to compute the hash codes of English and other languages in our proposed system.
4. By comparing between SHA-1 and SHA-2 implementation via LabVIEW notice that the hash code to the
same word in SHA-1 is 204036A1EF6E7360E536300EA78C6AEB4A9333DD which is 160 bits but in
SHA-2 is 264C8C38 1BF16C98 2A4E59B0 DD4C6F78 08C51A05 F64C35DB 42CC78A2 A72875BB
which is 256. The increasing of number of bits in the hash code make it more difficult to brake and it is a
hint that the system is strong and less collisions.
5. For cryptographic hash function, the following property is required, Preimage resistance: it is
computationally infeasible to find any input which hashes to any pre-specified output which is obtained by
the implementing SHA-2 algorithm which is unbreakable till now.
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